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This report describes a theoretical effort using numerical code simulations and supporting test data for the evaluation of potential design concepts to advance the state-of-the-art in lightweight armor technology. The overall program emphasized the investigation of the physical mechanisms and influential material and structural parameters which affect the penetration of lightweight armor. The increased knowledge and understanding gained thereby could then be used to rationally develop improved armor designs.
20. ABSTRACT (Continued)

The requirements of a very lightweight armor system capable of providing multi-hit ballistic protection against small arms ammunition exceed the capabilities of any single state-of-the-art material. In order to effectively utilize the positive attributes of available materials, a multi-phase armor system with a hard front phase to break-up the projectile and a tough rear phase to arrest residual momentum is necessary. The front phase should incorporate high strength lightweight ceramics, notably Boron Carbide. The preferred primary back phase material is Kevlar fabric.

Disc type ceramic platelets were investigated as a possible front face element which would effectively engage as much mass as possible with the projectile during impact while at the same time providing low areal density and multi-hit capability. These results suggest that if the ceramic material could be made more resistive to tension failure the platelet might hold together long enough to transfer significant amounts of projectile momentum.

The use of biaxial prestressing was considered as a method to enhance the strength of a ceramic front phase. The impact environment was found to be sufficiently harsh to overcome the available prestress. Early failure mechanisms were delayed but major failures eventually developed in the unprestressed orientation and led to ceramic plugging. Thus, additional strength enhancement in the third direction is necessary.

The use of a buffer layer between the front phase and the back phase was also investigated, as there appears to be some potential in using such a buffer to cushion impact of the ejecta from the front phase to the back phase and coat the sharp front face/projectile fragments with a buffer material.

By virtue of the very low amount of front face mass which can be made to interact effectively with the projectile the attainment of a very lightweight armor is a formidable task. It appears that significant improvements relative to current lightweight armors are limited by the low tensile strength and ductility of state-of-the-art front face materials. Therefore, it is recommended that promising avenues for improving these characteristics be actively pursued.
This final report describes a theoretical investigation for potential improvement of ballistic armor blankets performed for the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) under Contract DNA001-82-C-0093. An exploratory screening investigation was performed under Contract DNA001-81-C-0268. The U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) provided ballistic range test data for correlation and evaluation. The DNA contract technical monitor was Capt. David J. Rehbein.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Protection of critical nuclear and non-nuclear battlefield systems components under circumstances where they could be subjected to impact by small arms ammunition or by high velocity fragments is of the utmost importance to assure their security and survivability. At the same time quick removal of ballistic protection is a key requirement, together with the need for rapid access to systems components protected. Recent research and testing have identified the use of lightweight armor as a potential option to provide this protection. Prototypes of "flexible armor blankets" have been developed, lab tested and subjected to limited feasibility evaluation.

The state-of-the-art in lightweight armor materials technology and possible applications to selected elements of the Theater Nuclear Force (TNF) have been identified in DNA 5631. (Summaries in this report are primarily based on extensive terminal ballistic test data contained in AMMRC-TR-79-10.) It was concluded that the methodology exists for a quantitative evaluation of the protection afforded by lightweight armor and that flexible fabric and ceramic composites show promising potential for improved ballistic effectiveness, if further reduction in weight can be achieved for practical TNF application.

The present program is intended to investigate the mechanisms by which such armor potential could be exploited.
Understanding the deformation mechanisms involved in the penetration of targets by projectiles is important in effectively designing an armor system with minimum areal density to defeat a projectile. It will be necessary to identify the essential material and structural properties and their relation to the mechanics of penetration in order to achieve this design goal.

The general objective of the program is to advance the state-of-the-art of lightweight armor technology for application to the protection of TNF systems components. The program emphasizes the theoretical investigation of the physical mechanisms and influential material and structural parameters involved in the penetration of lightweight armor. The increased knowledge and understanding gained thereby could then be used to develop improved armor designs.

1.2 STATE-OF-THE-ART

Extensive ballistic testing during the past few decades has provided terminal ballistic data (e.g., AMORC-TR-79-10) for various homogeneous and composite armor materials. Each material has certain attributes and limitations. The following are identified as desirable attributes of candidate lightweight armor materials:

- Ballistic Protection: from hard-steel kinetic energy ammunition and fragments up to caliber .30 in size

- Weight Efficiency: threat protection with minimum weight less than 5 psf
- Multi-Hit Capability: maintain penetration resistance performance to within 3 calibers of previous impact

- No Rear Surface Spallation: threat protection without rear surface spallation or scabbing

Lightweight protection against hard-steel cored armor-piercing (AP) ammunition requires the combination of hardness and toughness. The hardness of the armor degrades the AP projectile penetration effectiveness by initiating projectile break-up. Once the AP projectile is shattered, the residual projectile and fragments must be constrained by the armor material toughness.

Metallic-metallic composites (e.g., dual-hardness steel) can be designed to produce the necessary combination of hardness and toughness, but offer little hope of meeting strict armor weight requirements without compromising multi-hit capability or rear surface spallation. Even metallic-fabric or metallic-plastic composites (e.g., hardened steel backed up by Kevlar laminate) require areal densities of more than ten pounds per square foot (10 psf).

Weight-critical armor systems look to ceramic composites to achieve maximum protection at lowest total weight (less than 10 psf). These composites present to the steel cored AP projectile an extremely hard surface (e.g., Boron Carbide, B₄C) which causes projectile break-up and a momentum trap of resin-bonded Kevlar backup material which restrains the residual fragments. However, an unconfined ceramic front plate has limited multi-hit capability, especially at low areal density.
1.3 APPROACH

As armor requirements become more severe, candidate designs become more complex, and now include woven fabrics as well as composite materials incorporating various proportions and geometric arrangements of different constituents. The design of such materials involves a large number of parameters. In this situation, there is a need for a greater understanding of the key mechanisms and interactions involved and the influence of the material and geometric parameters in defeating projectiles and fragments.

Such understanding can come from interpretation of ballistic test data trends as the parameters are varied, but this approach is often limited because of the costs of fabricating prototype materials and the difficulty in independently varying parameters. Ballistic range data need to be supplemented by dynamic observations of the phenomena occurring (e.g., using flash radiography and ultra high speed photography) and by physical theory.

Theoretical analyses utilizing finite difference and finite element models supported by test data will be the primary investigative procedure for providing insight and information which will be needed to judge the potential effectiveness of blanket armors, and to select materials and composite constructions for use in such armors.

The numerical code techniques to be used have been validated by extensive experimental comparisons in a number of directly related applications, and have been specifically adapted for efficient treatment of penetration problems.
- They treat realistic, non-ideal, non-linear conditions and properties.

- They provide detailed information which gives direct insight into the dynamic processes involved, including the evolution of these processes and determination of the armor material properties and penetrator parameters which affect these processes. Such information is very difficult to obtain from terminal ballistic experiments.

- They can be used to evaluate the effects of making changes in material properties and composite material constructions, before expensive fabrication of such materials is undertaken.

It should be noted that the accuracy of numerical solutions of penetration problems is limited by the imperfect knowledge and modeling of material properties in stress-distortion-time regimes where property measurements are difficult or impractical to make, particularly with respect to failure and post-failure characteristics. Because of this limitation, one should be cautious about depending on quantitative results of penetration solutions. The codes are much more useful, and reliable in exposing phenomena and mechanisms, and in predicting trends when parameters are varied. For these applications, exact knowledge of the material properties is less important.
The overall approach consists of a coordinated effort of analytical modeling, numerical simulations and concept evaluation. This approach would use first principle analysis to understand physical processes and geometric factors which control these processes and ballistic range tests from the U. S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory (BRL) to provide dynamic observations for correlation and evaluation.
SECTION II
POTENTIAL DESIGN CONCEPTS

The design of a very lightweight (less than 5 psf) armor system capable of defeating a hard-steel cored caliber .30 armor piercing projectile is a formidable task. The design requires the innovative use of materials (metals, ceramics, fabrics), construction and material formation processes (quenching, thermal stress, microcomposites and prestress) and geometry (sandwich systems, buffers, air gaps, inclusions). The basic materials and their relatively straightforward applications to lightweight armor have been identified, tested and analyzed [1-5]. Ideally, for a lightweight armor design to be effective, the armor materials should have several different mechanical properties in addition to low density:

1. High bulk and shear moduli. (A very stiff lightweight material resists deformation and radiates impact stresses very quickly.)

2. High yield stress in compression. (A very high compressive yield material directly at the impact site will cause the threat to yield first and flow or shatter without damaging the armor.)

3. High stress in tension. (Compressive stress waves are always reflected off of free surfaces as tensile waves. Thus, a high tensile strength is required to maintain armor integrity in areas where reflections occur.)
4. Excellent ductility and resistance to fracture. (Once inelastic material behavior occurs it is important that the damage be stable and confined to the impact area, if multi-hit armor resistance is to be maintained.)

Many materials possess one or more of these characteristics; none possesses all of them. A number of metals possess relatively high mechanical properties, but suffer from high density. Steel and aluminum weigh 40.5 psf and 14.5 psf, respectively (psf denotes pounds per square foot per inch of plate thickness). Beryllium and magnesium are exceptions, with weights of ∼9.5 psf but beryllium is rather brittle, magnesium has marginal strength properties, and both have safety problems.

Ceramics are generally lightweight (10-20 psf) with excellent compressive stiffness and strength properties, especially when subjected to confining pressures. Unfortunately, ceramics tend to be brittle and to have low strength and ductility in tension. A notable exception is tungsten carbide (WC) which has very good tensile properties but at the cost of a very high density (∼70 psf).

Fabrics, especially those woven from Kevlar [5], appear to possess very good momentum resistance provided the projectile or fragment is blunt enough so perforation is not a problem and the fabric is allowed to deflect significantly during impact. Kevlar is very lightweight (7.5 psf) and has a very high tensile strength (410 x 10³ psi).

Since no material possesses all of the characteristics required to develop a lightweight armor, the only alternative is to use several materials in order that the positive characteristics
of each material may be combined to produce an effective armor system. The composite armor concept has been widely used to combine materials.

Two-layer plate armor design concepts have been previously explored [5] in which a ceramic front plate and an aluminum or fabric back plate are bonded together. This design, which is successful against a single caliber .30 AP threat, weighs less than 10 psf, but more than the 5 psf level.

Based on this work it is clear that ceramic plate armors on the order of 5 psf cannot survive the impact, even with very good back support and further, that multi-hit resistance is limited. Thus, in order for a 5 psf armor to be designed capable of defeating multi-hit threats, a more complex armor concept must be developed.

In general, a multi-phase composite system should be designed so that the specific mechanisms required to defeat the projectile are assigned to each phase. Thus, for a two-phase system, see Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1, the basic concepts, by phase, are: (1) a hard front composite phase to blunt the nosetip and initiate breakup of the projectile, and (2) a tough back composite phase which is capable of arresting the residual fragments.

This two-phase system is intended to serve primarily as a framework for discussion of lightweight armor concepts. For example, it may be preferrable to design a front phase as an assembly of platelets, each of which could have special strength properties developed by prestress or manufacturing process control. The platelets would be individually damaged by
Table 2.1. Two-Phase Composite Armor Design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Armor Phase</th>
<th>Primary Purpose</th>
<th>Key Properties</th>
<th>Candidate Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Projectile Breakup</td>
<td>Hardness, Stiffness</td>
<td>B₄C Encased in Kevlar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back</td>
<td>Momentum Trap</td>
<td>Toughness, Flexibility</td>
<td>Al. Honeycomb over Kevlar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Figure 2.1. Schematic of Two-Phase Composite Armor Design Concept.
projectile impact, but the damaged region would be confined to individual platelets. Another possibility could be a composite plate made of very hard inclusions imbedded in a ductile matrix material. The consideration of a buffer region with honeycomb or felt materials may be useful in providing some control or conditioning of ejecta from the front phase. The final back layer could be developed from several different design philosophies, such as plate flexibility or rigidity, and could involve a number of different materials, including Kevlar, metals and composites.

Generally, the use of metals imposes high weight penalties when designing very lightweight armor (unless used as a honeycomb or interfacing material) so that ceramic and fabrics emerge as the primary materials for consideration. The basic response and failure mechanisms of these material is presented in Section III.

From past experience [1] it is clear that if a thin ceramic plate is to perform satisfactory, it must be strengthened or reinforced in some manner. The use of prestress to enhance the strength of ceramics would appear to have some promise. The prestress can be thermally induced (by assembling a metal/ceramic armor at high temperature and then cooling the composite) or mechanically induced (by wrapping ceramic with high strength fibers such as glass or Kevlar). In either case, a biaxial compressive initial stress is induced in the ceramic, with attendant improvements in material strength against impact stresses. The use of prestress as a strengthening mechanism is analyzed in detail in Section IV.

Other front phase concepts involve the use of hard inclusions imbedded in a lightweight matrix or an assembly of
platelets. Research on other armor-related programs has shown that mass (in addition to hardness) is an important parameter in defeating a projectile by forcing material failure or deflecting the projectile and reducing its penetration effectiveness. With careful design, it may be possible to exploit mechanisms unique to discrete systems (such as projectile ricochet or deflection) in the 5 psf range. These concepts are analyzed in Section IV.

Recognizing that the very low density front phase will not be capable of totally defeating the threat, a backup system must be developed capable of arresting the ejecta from the front phase. As noted in Figure 2.1, the use of a buffer material can provide some benefit. First, the buffer material absorbs impact stresses and the damaged buffer material cushions the ejecta. Also, the buffer transmits impact stresses into the back plate and thus provides a precognition of the incoming fragments. Ordinary metallic honeycombs appear to be good choices for this layer.

The actual backup layer should be as soft and ductile as possible in order that the ejecta from the front phase be decelerated and defeated without penetrating the back layer. Kevlar 29 fabric is regarded as most preferable based, in part, on its extensive use and acceptance as a lightweight body armor. This material possesses exceptionally high tensile strength and is able to respond to impulsive loadings very rapidly due to high wave speed in the material. Kevlar fabric is flexible and able to undergo very substantial deformation without perforation or tearing provided the actual fibers are not sheared by sharp fragments. The response of a combined buffer/back layer system consisting of honeycomb buffer and Kevlar back layer is investigated numerically in Section V.
SECTION III
MODELING OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS

As indicated in Section II, the general two-phase design concept involves a hard front phase to blunt and shatter the projectile and a tough back phase to arrest the residual fragments. The basic state-of-the-art lightweight material for the front phase is ceramic (Boron Carbide) and for the back phase is fabric (Kevlar).

In this section a general modeling procedure of numerical analysis is used to demonstrate established response and failure mechanisms in Boron Carbide ($B_4C$) and Kevlar. This analysis will provide a baseline for the evaluation of design concepts in subsequent sections.

3.1 NUMERICAL MODELING

The basic numerical modeling procedure involves an explicit Lagrangian finite difference computer program, WAVE-L. This computer program has been extensively employed [6,7] to investigate nonlinear impact and penetration physics. As such, it is an excellent tool for defining major mechanisms governing lightweight armor behavior in the impact environment.

For many problems of this type, the most important and difficult aspect of conducting the numerical analysis is defining mathematical material models capable of effectively (and efficiently) capturing dominant physical processes. The most completely developed models are for metals which (assuming some ductility) fall within the realm of conventional elastic-plastic
material behavior. Physical properties for ceramic and fabric based materials are more difficult to establish due to variations in manufacturing procedures, assembly and quality control. For the purpose of the present analysis, rather general material models capable of capturing the dominant aspects of material behavior are appropriate.

Ceramic

In a ceramic material, the dependence of the yield strength on mean pressure, high strength in compression and rather low strength in tension results from yield/failure of the type shown in Figure 3.1. The surfaces, based on $B_4C$ data [2], are typical of several high strength ceramics. In Figure 3.1, failure is reached only after surface cracks occur on three orthogonal faces. The material is assigned elastic constants $E = 51 \times 10^6$ psi and $\nu = 0.2$ and a density $\rho = 156$ pcf.

In addition to shear plastic flow, the ceramic is assumed to be susceptible to tensile fracture, defined to be when a maximum principal stress reaches 50 ksi after a small amount of plastic flow based on a critical strain energy release rate. This model is reasonably simple and yet retains the dominant mechanisms governing inelastic behavior and material failure.

Kevlar

Kevlar [8,9] is a lightweight material, $\rho = 90$ pcf, with a very high tensile yield (and failure) stress of 410 ksi. The shear stress/strength characteristics are defined by the manner in which the fibers are woven or wound and bonded together. For a typical biaxial Kevlar composite material the shear stiffness
Figure 3.1. Yield and Failure Surfaces for Typical Ceramic.
is strongly influenced by the bonding agent or matrix material. As this shear stiffness is much less than that for Kevlar an orthotropic material model was developed. This gives low shear and compressive stiffness and yet maintains a high tensile modulus in the fiber directions.

Steel

A high strength steel is used with elastic properties $E = 30 \times 10^6$ psi and $\nu = 0.3$ and a density $\rho = 48\frac{lb}{ft^3}$. The material has a yield of 250 ksi and an ultimate strength of 285 ksi. The material is represented as an elastic, isotropic work hardening plastic material.

3.2 CERAMIC PLATE RESPONSE

To demonstrate the dominant mechanism in thin ceramic target response and validate the ceramic material model, a 5 psf ceramic target is impacted by a .0132 lbm caliber .25 steel-core projectile with a 2500 fps impact velocity. The response of the target is shown in Figures 3.2 - 3.8 to 16 $\mu$sec. At these early times the mechanisms required to defeat the ceramic are all present, namely

1. The development of damage directly below the projectile, Figure 3.2 at 1.5 $\mu$sec.

2. The generation of circumferentially failed region on the rear surface, Figure 3.3 at 3.5 $\mu$sec.

3. The propagation of a conical fracture region, Figure 3.4 at 6 $\mu$sec.
Figure 3.2. Damage in Ceramic Plate at $t = 1.5$ µsec.
Figure 3.3: Damage in Ceramic Plate at t = 3.5 usec.
Figure 3.4. Damage in Ceramic Plate at t = 6.0 μsec.
Figure 3.7. Damage in Ceramic Plate at t = 16.0 μsec.
Figure 3.8. Velocity Field in Ceramic Plate at \( t = 16.0 \mu\text{sec} \).
4. The general breaking up of the conical region, Figure 3.5 at 9 μsec, and coalescence with cracks from the rear surface, Figure 3.6 at 12 μsec.

5. The formation of a shear plug, Figures 3.7 and 3.8 at 16 μsec, with roughly the diameter of the blunted projectile.

These classical failure mechanisms are well known and have been confirmed experimentally [4].

It is evident that to increase damage to the projectile the ceramic failure mechanisms must either be delayed or eliminated. If the primary damage does not lead to a reduction in compressive strength, the projectile would continue to encounter a high compressive stress field. For example, if the fracture conoid could be delayed by increasing the tensile strength of the material, the ceramic would more effectively maintain its support at the impact point.

Failure directly under the projectile would be delayed if the material in this region were highly confined, as would be the other mechanisms. This is evident by reviewing the ceramic yield surface of the ceramic. Clearly, if the reference state were at high pressure, the change in stress required to achieve yield would be much larger. Alternatively, if a material were to be developed with a yield surface which extended well into the tensile range (p < 0), the same effect would be realized.

The presence of fracture surfaces makes unprotected, damaged ceramic front plates very sensitive to multi-hit threats.
Clearly, if at all possible ceramic front plates must be protected by more fracture resistant confining materials.

3.3 CERAMIC/KEVLAR PLATE RESPONSE

Consider the impact process of the caliber .25 steel-core on a scaled-down state-of-the-art armor system. This target consists of a .25-in. thick ceramic plate backed by .25-in. of Kevlar fabric, which results in an areal density of 5 psf.

The progression of the calculated impact response is pictured in Figures 3.9 to 3.10. Very early in the solution, Figures 3.9 to 3.11, the shock front can be seen expanding outward from the point of impact, initially with spherical symmetry. Upon encountering the Kevlar backing, this symmetry is lost as the bottom of the wave front slows due to the low transverse wave speed in that material. The area of the wave front increases with the square of the distance through which it expands. For this reason the intensity of the compressional stress wave decays at this rate. Additionally, yielding in the ceramic reduces the stress environment further through plastic dissipation. The decay in stress with distance from the point of impact can be seen clearly in Figure 3.10.

As the wave front expands, the ceramic it encounters begins expanding radially outward from the impact point. Thus, material on the impact axis moves straight down while material off the axis has a component of velocity in the radial direction away from the impact axis. The resulting motion causes radial and hoop tensile stresses to develop on the axis, especially at the back surface. By 1.5 µsec the ceramic tensile strength is exceeded and back surface cracking initiates, Figure 3.12. The
Figure 3.9. Velocity and Stress Fields in Ceramic/Kevlar Target at t = 0.25 μsec.
Figure 3.11. Velocity and Stress Fields in Ceramic/Kevlar Target at t = 1.5 μsec.
Figure 3.12. Damage in Ceramic/Kevlar target at t = 1.5 μsec.
Figure 3.13. Damage in Ceramic/Kevlar Target at $t = 3.0 \mu\text{sec.}$
Figure 3.14. Damage in Ceramic/Kevlar Target at $t = 5.0 \mu\text{sec}$.
Figure 3.15. Velocity and Stress Fields in Ceramic/Kevlar Target at t = 5.0 μsec.
Figure 3.17. Damage in Ceramic/Kevlar Target at t = 15.0 usec.
early time front surface cracking is caused by the interaction of tensile reflections from the ceramic surfaces.

By 3 μsec, Figure 3.13, a distinct band of cracks has formed a fracture conoid emanating from the impact point at about a 45° angle. The surface cracks propagate into the ceramic at this orientation due to the dominant stress field which is characterized by compression along lines emanating from the impact point. In addition, a component of the shearing action imposed by the motion of the projectile results in tension normal to the conoid orientation. Simply stated, this tension is developed as the ceramic material in the conoid region attempts to transfer enough tensile force to accelerate material outside the conoid to keep up with the material inside the conoid. Because the ceramic thickness is on the order of the projectile diameter the material inside the conoid is accelerated at a high enough rate to cause the tensile strength in the conoid region to be exceeded. By 5 μsec, Figure 3.14, the conoid extends almost to the back ceramic surface.

The conoid formation, which causes the detachment of a relatively small mass of ceramic, severely limits the momentum transfer capability of ceramic armor. Once detachment is complete, reduction in projectile velocity is governed by conservation of momentum between the blunted projectile and the conoid area force application to the back Kevlar layer. The effects of the conoid detachment can be seen in the velocity and stress field at 5 μsec, Figure 3.15.

At later times, ceramic failures spread and merge (Figure 3.16 at 10 μsec). Because of this total shattering, the amount of ceramic involved with the projectile is reduced further to a
cylindrical shear plug ahead of the projectile. This concentrated imprint leads to tearing of Kevlar fibers beneath the ceramic plug, Figure 3.17.

As the Kevlar backing fails the last restraint to projectile motion is removed. By 16 μsec, Figure 3.19, back surface failure is nearly complete. At this point the residual velocity of projectile/target plug can be extrapolated through momentum conservation to be 1700 fps or 70% of initial impact velocity. This corresponds well with an associated test conducted by BRL.

Although the final Kevlar failure did not occur until 16 μsec, the eventual target penetration was determined as early as 5 μsec when the conoid detachment became complete. Although the Kevlar backing is capable of stopping the momentum of this impact, it could not withstand the high velocity of the residual material and the concentrated area of contact.

Thus, delaying or eliminating the fracture conoid and subsequent shear plug is of prime importance in the development of a lightweight armor front phase.
Section IV

EVALUATION OF FRONT PHASE CONCEPTS

The role of the front phase in a multi-phase, lightweight, ballistic armor is to transfer projectile momentum and to spread the effective contact area on the back surface as much as possible. Ceramics are currently regarded as the state-of-the-art materials in this application. As seen in the previous section, the accumulation of tensile failures leads to the penetration of these materials, and in the context of lighter armor systems, is the principal weakness which limits ceramic front phase capabilities in the two key areas noted above.

Based on the analyses in Section III it is evident that to improve front phase capabilities, the basic strength properties of the material (notably tensile strength) must be enhanced in some way, or the environment to which it is exposed must be alleviated. In this section concepts for improving lightweight front phase performance are examined using results of computer simulations and ballistic testing. First, mechanical prestressing will be explored as a means for improving the strength of a ceramic plate. Next, the idea of concentrating front phase ceramic into spherical inclusions or platelets will be evaluated as a means for diminishing the intensity of the tensile environment. Finally, estimates will be made of material enhancements necessary to provide adequate front phase performance.
4.1 PRESTRESSED CERAMIC

A well-known approach to strengthening brittle materials which exhibit, as do ceramics, increased strength with confining pressure is to compressively prestress. This not only increases the shear strength of a ceramic, but also the tensile strength by shifting the reference stress level. Two types of prestress mechanisms, thermal stress and mechanical stress have been considered. Thermal prestress is achieved by assembling dissimilar materials, for example ceramic rods in steel packets, at high temperatures and then cooling. This "shrink fit" approach can produce very significant biaxial stress fields if the coefficients of thermal expansion and elastic moduli differ significantly between the two materials and the assembly temperature is high. Unfortunately, examination of various ceramic and metal combinations showed that only a relatively small shift could be attained in this manner for reasonably lightweight designs.

A more promising avenue to prestressing is to use Kevlar as a wrapping material and to tightly wrap ceramic materials at or near the maximum fiber stress (410 ksi) of Kevlar. Recognizing that as wrappings are applied to a specimen, earlier wrappings are compressed by new wrapping (which lowers the stress in the earlier wrappings), the maximum achievable fiber stress attainable using Kevlar will in all likelihood be less than 300 ksi. Still this mechanism provides for more prestress at a given weight than obtainable by thermal stressing or another known method (see Figure 4.1). This prestress concept generates biaxial compression rather than triaxial compression and leaves available a low stress failure mechanism, namely tensile cracking in the unprestressed direction.
Figure 4.1. Initial Prestress State for Typical Ceramic.
Analysis of High Prestress

The analysis of a 5 psf, highly prestressed ceramic plate system is considered. The basic layout of the prestressed plate is shown in Figure 4.2 in which Kevlar fibers on the top and bottom are in a state of biaxial, in-plane, tension at 300 ksi. This results in a net shift in reference pressure of 200 ksi in the sandwiched ceramic plate, see Figure 4.1. The solution is initiated at the ceramic surface when the projectile has penetrated the front layer of Kevlar. Fibers which have been sheared in this process are not modeled in this analysis. This initial condition is based on results from an earlier calculation. Since the primary effect is the high initial in-plane compression in the ceramic these simplifications are inconsequential in terms of their effect on early time impact and penetration physics.

The progression of failures obtained by the numerical analysis are shown in Figures 4.3 to 4.6 compared to the case of non-prestressed ceramic plate backed by Kevlar presented in Section III. At 1.5 μsec, Figure 4.3, there are actually more surface ceramic failures in the prestress case. This is due to the higher magnitude shock wave transmitted through the ceramic, which in turn produces larger reflected tensile stresses. The shock wave is stronger in the prestressed target due to the correspondingly higher yield strength of the prestressed ceramic. Also, biaxial prestressing does not inhibit cracks from forming in the horizontal plane.

Cracking in the prestress directions is greatly retarded at 3.0 μsec as seen in Figure 4.4. While horizontal surface
0.25" Biaxial Kevlar Wrap:
- Kevlar wrapped at 300 ksi with 110 ksi residual tensile strength

0.25" B₄C Ceramic Plate:
- Biaxial compression
  \[ \sigma_1 = \sigma_2 = -300 \text{ ksi} \]

Figure 4.2. Prestressed Ceramic Front Plate Concept.
Figure 4.3. Damage in Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concept Compared to Ceramic/Kevlar Plate at t = 1.5 usec.
Figure 4.4. Damage in Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concept Compared to Ceramic/Kevlar Plate at $t = 3.0 \, \mu\text{sec}$. 
Figure 4.5. Damage in Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concept Compared to Ceramic/Kevlar Plate at t = 4.5 µsec.
Figure 4.6. Damage in Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concept Compared to Ceramic/Kevlar plate at t = 6.5 μsec.
cracking has continued, conoid fracture and back surface failures are suppressed. By 4.5 μsec, however, horizontal cracks have spread into the interior of the target (Figure 4.5) and progressed through the thickness of the ceramic by 6.5 μsec (Figure 4.6). These failures, while not allowing direct separation of material as would a fracture conoid, do degrade the target strength.

Ceramic plug motion in front of the blunted projectile is evident in the velocity field plot at 6.5 μsec, Figure 4.7. Although the target is still capable of providing some additional resistance, eventual penetration is clearly indicated by the extent of failures and the velocity field. The rear surface Kevlar wrapping is also close to tensile failure due to the initial high fiber tension prestress.

**Analysis of Low Prestress**

Testing of Kevlar wrapped prestressed ceramic targets was conducted by BRL. Because it was believed that 300 ksi fiber prestressing would be difficult to fabricate, particularly without development of new wrapping technique, a 95 ksi fiber prestress level was selected as a more reasonable level to correlate with the test.

The calculated progression of failures for this low level of prestress is compared to high prestress in Figures 4.8 to 4.11. The early time surface cracking is not as pronounced as in the high prestress case. However, the low prestress is rapidly overcome and greater failures initiate at the ceramic back surface.
Figure 4.7. Velocity Field in a Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concept Compared to Ceramic/Kevlar Plate at $t = 6.5$ $\mu$sec.
Figure 4.8. Comparison of Damage in High and Low Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Cocepts at t = 1.5 μsec.
Figure 4.9. Comparison of Damage in High and Low Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concepts at t = 3.0 μsec.
Figure 4.10. Comparison of Damage in High and Low Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concepts at t = 4.5 μsec.
Figure 4.11. Comparison of Damage in High and Low Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concepts at \( t = 6.5 \) \( \mu \text{sec} \).
By 4.5 μsec the conoid failure progression turns and proceeds in a horizontal direction, in alignment with the prestress field as seen in Figures 4.10. Although this turn in the direction of crack propagation delays the conoid breakout at the back surface, the target integrity is compromised. The concentration of shearing forces leads to extensive yielding through the remaining uncracked depth of ceramic. By 6.5 μsec, Figure 4.11, rear surface failures have almost coalesced with the fracture conoid to form a shear plug. The velocity field (Figure 4.12), at this time is similar to the high prestress case despite the different mode of failure.

Kevlar failure initiates at 8.5 μsec about one projectile radius from the impact centerline. This is caused by the motion of the ceramic plug below the blunted projectile. Complete through failure of the Kevlar backing occurs by 10.5 μsec, Figure 4.13. The well-defined plug of ceramic is salient in the velocity field shown in Figure 4.14. It is evident that biaxial prestress delays but can not prevent the formation of a narrow ceramic plug, which is difficult for the Kevlar backing to arrest.

Comparison with Test Data

Several test shots of prestressed Kevlar wrapped ceramic targets were performed by BRL. From examination of post-test ceramic targets, it clear that ceramic plug damage predicted by the analyses was the dominant failure mechanism. The BRL test shots and extrapolations of the numerical solutions indicate a very high residual projectile momentum to exist following target penetration. A residual velocity equal to 80% of the impact velocity was measured experimentally. The value extrapolated
Figure 4.13. Damage in Low Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concept at $t = 10.5 \mu\text{sec.}$
Figure 4.14. Velocity Field in Low Prestressed Kevlar/Ceramic/Kevlar Concept at $t = 10.5 \mu\text{sec}$. 
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from the analysis is 70% for high prestress and 75% for low prestress. The nominal ceramic plug size seen in the photographs of experimental targets and that predicted from the calculated failure patterns were in general agreement.

Assessment

It is apparent from both the test and analysis that biaxial prestressing does not significantly improve the performance of 5 psf ceramic armor. Although large amounts of prestress may inhibit the development of classic tensile failure patterns, it appears that it may also heighten the shock environment within the ceramic and produce strata failure. The resulting target degradation is substantial. However, the high prestress was sufficient to overcome the magnitude of tensions generated on the ceramic rear surface during impact.

In summary, the use of biaxial prestress, does not uniformly strengthen the material and in the final analysis serves only to slightly alter early time failure mechanisms. Tensile strength enhanced in the unprestressed direction would be required to provide substantial improvement in armor resistance.

4.2 SPHERICAL INCLUSIONS

A means for bringing more mass into the impact process might be to lump the mass into spherical shapes and thereby concentrate the momentum transfer capabilities of the front phase. Such spherical masses might also blunt the projectile and possibly cause large lateral and/or rotational motions in the projectile during impact. This concept leads to the investigation of composite front plates containing hardened spherical inclusions.
Analysis

To develop some insight into the mechanics of momentum transfer and projectile motion during impact with spherical inclusions a series of simplified analyses were performed involving the impact of a (blunted) projectile with one and two body systems of hard spheres of various sizes. The analysis was conducted using a discrete element code PROBS [10] which is capable of tracking the motion of individual blocks throughout the impact.

These analyses showed that if the inclusions were of sufficient mass, significant momentum transfer and projectile deflection and rotation would occur. However, this would require areal densities on the order of 10 psf. At 5 psf a single layer of ceramic spheres with a diameter approximately twice the caliber of the projectile could reduce impact velocity by at least 15% and cause a major tumbling action, see Figure 4.15. On the other hand two layers of one caliber spheres does not possess sufficient mass to cause any major changes in projectile flight path, see Figure 4.16.

Comparison with Test Data

These results were confirmed qualitatively by a series of tests conducted by BRL using targets made with hardened ceramic balls of various caliber, assembled in different arrangements and imbedded in several matrix materials. In most lightweight tests at 5-10 psf, the projectile simply smashed through the target, with little velocity reduction. In several tests, significant rotation and angular velocity was noted following target
Figure 4.15. Effect of Two Caliber Ceramic Inclusion on Penetration Path.
Figure 4.16. Effect of Two-Layer One Caliber Ceramic Inclusions on Penetration Path.
penetration. Also, rubber-like matrix materials provided enhanced multi-hit capabilities.

Assessment

Both the simplified PROBS analysis and the experimental data showed a key fact: The only way of arresting the projectile is by developing a target capable of bringing sufficient mass into the impact process. However, the use of hard spherical inclusions with sufficient mass to have a significant effect on the analysis is not feasible at the 5 psf level.

These results suggest a concept which combines the effects of the rigid inclusions with the lightweight 5 psf design objective, namely the use of small platelets in the form of disk type structures. These platelets have an areal mass which is low but a total mass which is sufficiently great to effectively resist projectile impact. This type of front phase concept is considered next.

4.3 CERAMIC PLATELETS

As noted previously, the conical failure pattern which has been seen to develop at early times in impacts on continuous ceramic plates immediately limits the momentum transfer capability to the mass within the conical region. The reason for this early failure is that the mass outside the failure region in effect requires more force to be accelerated than can be transmitted by the ceramic due to its limited tensile strength. In a continuous plate concept, this material outside of the failure region is inertially constrained from moving freely by the plate material further away from the point of impact.
A means for bringing more target mass into the impact process might be to divide the front phase into platelets, thereby limiting the effect of outlying material. In this manner the tensile forces required to accelerate material outside the fracture conoid could be decreased. An added benefit, as in the spherical inclusion concept, could be improved multi-hit resistance.

**Analysis**

To investigate possible platelet benefits, a numerical simulation of the 2500 fps impact of the caliber .25 steel-cored threat on a 5 psf ceramic platelet was performed. The nominal platelet dimensions were .39-in. thickness and .93-in. diameter. The calculated failure patterns are compared to the solution of a continuous plate of the same areal density in Figures 4.17 to 4.20.

As expected, the initial failures are identical in both cases. By 3.5 μsec, Figure 4.18, reflections from the free boundary cause the platelet cracking to differ from the continuous plate. However, the differences at this time are insignificant.

By 5.75 μsec, Figure 4.19, conoid cracking has progressed about halfway through both targets. The conoid in the platelet has developed at a steeper angle, with crack surfaces oriented more toward the free edge tensile source. This development means that less target material has been included from the impact in the platelet case, at this time.
Figure 4.17. Comparison of Damage in Ceramic Platelet and Continuous Plate Targets at $t = 1.5$ usec.
Figure 4.18. Comparison of Damage in Ceramic Platelet and Continuous Plate Targets at t = 3.5 μsec.
Figure 4.19. Comparison of Damage in Ceramic Platelet and Continuous Plate Targets at t = 5.75 μsec.
Figure 4.20. Comparison of Damage in Ceramic Platelet and Continuous Plate Targets at \( t = 11.0 \mu \text{sec}. \)
The conoid breaks out of the platelet at 11.0 μsec, Figure 4.20. The maximum projectile momentum which could be transferred would result in a residual velocity of 1725 fps.

At this time cracks in the continuous plate extend out to a .8-in. radius and the conoid region and rear surface cracking has intensified inward. The continuous plate has a narrow plug break out of the back surface at 12 μsec.

Comparison of velocity fields at 11 μsec, Figure 4.21, demonstrates that more target material has been able to respond in the platelet case before conoid breakout. The discontinuous drop in velocity across the conoid is very visible here.

Assessment

Conoid failures progressed at just as high a rate in the platelet solution as in the continuous plate solution, and at a poor orientation from the standpoint of mass included. The reason that the removal of inertial fixity did not improve the tensile environment appears to stem from the fact that this relief also allowed material within the conoid to accelerate more freely as seen in the velocity field comparison, Figure 4.21. Thus, counteracting mechanisms affected the platelet failures.

Material above the developing conoid requires less force because it need not, in turn, accelerate as much surrounding material. This is verified by the higher velocity attained in this region compared to the continuous plate solution. Opposing this improvement is the higher acceleration required to maintain target integrity across the conoid because the material within the conoid is able to respond faster in the platelet case.
Figure 4.21: Comparison of Velocity Fields in Ceramic Platelet and Continuous Plate Targets at $t = 11.0 \mu s$.
In summary, the benefit derived from the application of ceramic platelets appears to be improved multi-hit resistance. Damage could be confined to no more than adjacent platelets (in the case of an impact in the seam). Possible degradation in ballistic performance against hits near a platelet edge has not been assessed in the current study.

4.4 ENHANCED MATERIALS

In the previous subsections, several methods for improving the performance of lightweight armor using available state-of-the-art materials were investigated. None of the 5 psf concepts evaluated significantly delayed ceramic failures, which in turn prevented adequate engagement of target mass in the impact. As a result, residual fragment velocity remained high and the impact footprint remained narrow. The basic problem which could not be overcome by the 5 psf concepts evaluated was the large discrepancy between the forces (especially tensions) generated during the high velocity impact and the ceramic tensile strength.

Thus, the success of the refined concepts was still limited by the maximum available material strength properties. In this section, several analyses will be presented which help estimate the degree of improvement in ceramic strength properties which would be required in order to attain a successful 5 psf armor front phase. More specifically, the objective of this analysis will be to define the required increases in ceramic tensile strength and/or ductility.
**Enhanced Tensile Ductility**

In the first analysis the effect of increased tensile strength and ductility in a 5 psf ceramic platelet (.39-in. thick, .93-in. diameter) is considered. The tensile strength was increased to 80 ksi for this analysis, and in addition, plastic strains were allowed to accumulate at this stress level, which prohibited cracking. In this way the amount of ductility sustained during the impact could be determined. This value provides an estimate of the required ductility in an otherwise ceramic-like material if platelet integrity is to be insured. Compressive strength properties were unchanged.

The velocity/stress field at 18 µsec is shown in Figure 4.22. The entire platelet is seen to be moving with a uniform velocity of 600 fps and still accelerating. Because tensile stresses have unloaded to below ultimate by this time, peak tensile plastic strains have already been attained. In Figure 4.23 plastic strain contours depict the level of sustained tensile damage. As seen in the figure, ~1% ductility is needed (with 80 ksi tensile strength) to suppress all tensile failures.

By using extrapolation, the residual velocity of projectile and platelet is found to be 880 fps. The footprint on a back layer consists of the entire .93-in. diameter platelet. This amount of residual momentum could be arrested by one psf of Kevlar backing [8] due to the large diameter footprint.

Significant improvements in material performance could be achieved with less than the 1% ductility required to suppress all tensile failures. Because conoid failures are critical to a the momentum transfer capability of the platelet, suppressing them
Figure 4.22. Velocity and Stress Fields in Enhanced Ductility Ceramic Platelet at $t = 18.0$ μsec.
Figure 4.23. Accumulated Generalized Plastic Strain Contours in Enhanced Ductility Ceramic Platelet at $t = 18.0 \mu\text{sec}$. 
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alone should prove beneficial. This would require a ductility (with 80 ksi tensile strength) on the order of .25 to .50 percent.

A second analysis was performed which utilized the same enhanced material model. The target for this case consisted of a .25-in. thick, .93-in. diameter platelet, with .25-in. Kevlar backing which results in a 5 psf armor system. The tensile environment was expected to be more severe on the platelet back surface than in the previous case due to the decreased ceramic thickness.

Evidence of increased back surface tension can be seen in the large amount of plastic strains sustained in the calculation, Figure 4.24. Over six times the strains have accumulated at this time compared to the .39-in. platelet, and the tension has not yet unloaded.

The explanation for this large increase relative to a less significant change in thickness is two fold. First, it should be recalled from the discussion in Section 3.2 that the impulse per unit of front area of the shock wave decays with the square of the distance traveled from the point of impact. This means that the wave reaches the back surface of a .25-in. platelet with roughly 2.5 times the intensity as in a .39-in. platelet. Thus, the tensions generated (on the back surface) are expected to increase correspondingly. A second cause of this increase is the addition of Kevlar backing. This relatively flexible material adds inertial resistance to the motion of the platelet extremities without providing a corresponding increase in the target's capability to transmit vertical momentum radially...
Figure 4.24. Accumulated Generalized Plastic Strain Contours in Enhanced Ductility Ceramic Platelet at $t = 7.5 \mu$sec Strain Values.
outward, which results in increased platelet bending, and thus, rear surface tensile loading.

This bending tendency is apparent in the velocity field at 7.5 μsec, Figure 4.25. Here the center of the platelet is traveling much faster than the extremities. For this reason tensile strains would continue to accumulate if the solution were continued, probably in excess of 10%. Ductility requirements to suppress conoid formation are on the order of five percent.

**Enhanced Tensile Strength**

In order to determine the peak tensile stresses developed during impact on a 5 psf (.25-in. ceramic, .25-in. Kevlar) target, an additional enhanced material analysis was performed. The front phase for this analysis was again a .93-in. diameter platelet. The platelet material properties emulated B₄C except that tensile cracking was prohibited. In this manner peak tensions attained could be monitored directly, and brittle tensile strength requirements estimated.

The velocity/stress field at 7.5 μsec is shown in Figure 4.26. This figure corresponds in time to the previous case, Figure 4.25. In this case the entire platelet and associated Kevlar backing have been accelerated uniformly. In order for this to occur, material on the impact axis at the platelet back surface was forced to carry high tensile stresses. The stress-time history for this location, Figure 4.27, reveals a peak tensile stress of 450 ksi. The peak tensions attained throughout the platelet are given in Figure 4.28.
Figure 4.26. Velocity and Stress Fields in Enhanced Tensile Strength Ceramic/Kevlar Target at $t = 7.5 \mu\text{sec}$.
Figure 4.27. Stress-Time History on Impact Axis at Back Surface of Enhanced Tensile Strength Ceramic Platelet/Kevlar Target.
Figure 4.28. Peak Tensile Stress Contours in Enhanced Tensile Strength Ceramic/Kevlar Target at t = 7.5 µsec.
Thus, the .25-in. ceramic platelet is severely overmatched by the threat. It would require an order of magnitude increase in tensile strength to prevent back surface failures. In the conoid region, a somewhat milder 150 ksi must be sustained.

Again, because conoid failures directly affect momentum transfer capabilities of a target more strongly than back surface failures, an increase in brittle tensile strength to this 150 ksi level would be quite beneficial. Furthermore, following the back surface crack initiation which would occur at this strength level, tensile stresses in the conoid region would tend to be relieved, possibly reducing the tensile strength requirements necessary to suppress conoid tensile failures.

Assessment

Although the three analyses discussed above by no means constitute a comprehensive study of 5 psf armor material requirements, they do provide valuable insight into the level of improvement needed relative to state-of-the-art materials. A material exhibiting the desirable qualities of Boron Carbide, i.e., lightweight and high compressive strength, must also possess enhanced tensile strength. Alternatively, tensile ductility on the order of several percent is required. Either of these alternatives would require major advances in ceramic technology, or perhaps the development of a new composite material.

An important factor to note is the large decrease in tensile strength required with the addition of ductile behavior. A ductile material is able to sustain tensile stresses at its ultimate strength level longer than a brittle material.
SECTION V
EVALUATION OF REAR PHASE CONCEPTS

Containment of residual momentum of degraded projectiles and fragments which penetrate front armor layers is the primary role of the rear-most layer in the generic multi-phase lightweight armor concept. Both rigid and flexible concepts could be employed in the rear layer application. Rigid back layers diminish back surface deflections thus providing decreased effective armor thickness. Considerable impact testing and wide application to lightweight body armors indicate flexible membranes to be more weight efficient in absorbing momentum than rigid concepts [5]. Because weight-efficient stopping capability is the primary back layer function, a flexible back layer concept has been adopted as the base for general back layer study.

This section will examine the mechanisms which enable lightweight ballistic materials to absorb residual momentum. Computer simulated impacts will be used to illustrate this process and to evaluate the effects of changes in material and geometry parameters. From these parametric studies, mechanisms for improving the state-of-the-art in weight sensitive ballistic back layer concepts will be identified.

Kevlar 29 fabric is widely regarded as the state-of-the-art in flexible lightweight armor materials [5]. As a stand-alone armor system, layers of Kevlar fabric weighing under 2 psf have resisted a wide variety of handgun threats [8]. High velocity projectiles, however, with high hardness and sharp nose contouring are able to defeat these systems by weave perforation and fiber shearing [5]. Since these fabric defeating projectiles
qualities are assumed to be degraded during front layer penetration, Kevlar fabric was selected as the flexible back layer material for numerical study.

The mechanical properties of Kevlar are very unusual. While extremely light, Kevlar 29 fibers possess mechanical properties more typical of structural metals, namely a nominal tensile strength of 410 ksi and an elastic modulus of about 9.5 x 10^6 psi [9].

A dense, plain weave (Figure 5.1) fabric consisting of 1500 denier Kevlar 29 fibers, 24 x 24 per square inch, was selected as a baseline back layer material. The high fabric density (.067 psf/ply) improves resistance to penetration by fiber spreading. Because of weave crimp, the fabric is approximately 3% heavier and 3% more flexible than is calculated from fabric properties. Figure 5.2 shows the stress-strain curve of both Kevlar 29 fibers and the baseline Kevlar fabric.

5.1 KEVLAR FABRIC RESPONSE

The purpose of back layer numerical impact simulation is two-fold: First, to gain an understanding of the response of membrane fabric targets subjected to projectile impacts; and second, to undertake a parametric study of variations in geometry, fabric properties and threat level to identify mechanisms for improving the Kevlar fabric back layer concept. In order to meet these objectives, it is necessary to model the constituents with enough detail to effectively simulate the physical effects of the fabric/projectile properties. To enable
Figure 5.1. Plain Weave Geometry.

Figure 5.2. Stress-Strain Curve for Kevlar 29 Fiber and Baseline Kevlar Fabric.
the undertaking of a parametric study involving many analyses, the analytical model must be economical and easy to modify and to check for each analysis.

CALSAP [11], a non-linear finite element code, is particularly well-suited for analysis of fabric impacts within these constraints. This code is capable of modeling the dominant uniaxial fiber properties, including large rotations in a simple manner. Because of the flexible target and low residual impact velocity, high contact stresses which would demand modeling of components as a continuum do not exist. Variations in geometry and materials are easily conducted in CALSAP.

An axisymmetric fabric model was developed for use in computer simulation of projectile/fragment impacts on fabric targets. Axisymmetric modeling allows analysis of fabric impacts with a minimum of solution expense. This is accomplished by dividing the fabric into concentric ring regions about the impact point. As seen in Figure 5.3, this approach assumes that the motion of all points lying on a concentric circle is identical. Thus, axisymmetric modeling reduces the degrees of freedom necessary to model the problem by constraining the motion of many points to a single mode of deformation. Although axisymmetric calculations are approximate (due to these assumptions), they should provide qualitative insight into the response of Kevlar fabric and the effects of material and geometry variations.

The analytical model developed employs two truss finite elements to represent a ring region of fabric; one to model radial fabric stiffness and the other hoop stiffness. To define the truss element properties, the Axisymmetric Cartesian Equivalent (ACE) computer program was developed. The ACE program
Figure 5.3. Ring Regions for Axisymmetric Modeling of Fabric. (Mode of Deformation On Outer Edge of Ring Region 3 (Shaded) is Depicted By Arrows.)
calculates the radial and hoop truss stiffnesses necessary to represent the fabric resistance to the assumed deformation modes. ACE also applies the mass of each ring region to the proper truss elements.

The projectile threat for CALSAP solutions was intended to simulate ejecta emanating from the back surface of the front armor layer. Several rigid elements were employed to model a caliber .60 compact fragment with a radius of curvature of .50 in. The projectile mass was .018 lbm.

Seven gap/contact elements were used to simulate contact and sliding between the projectile and fabric. Gap elements close when interpenetration is detected during a solution. A closed gap element prevents further penetration normal to the contact surface, but allows unrestricted sliding to occur. There is no mass associated with gap/contact elements.

The entire CALSAP finite element model is depicted in Figure 5.4. It consists of 65 finite elements: 14 rigid trusses to model the projectile, 51 trusses to model the fabric target, and 7 gap/contact elements. Due to axisymmetric modeling and coarse zoning away from the point of contact, only 61 degrees of freedom were necessary to model an 8-in. circular fabric target.

Two baseline numerical solutions of a simulated blunted fragment impacting a Kevlar fabric target were conducted. Projectile velocities of 600 fps and 900 fps were selected to represent the residual velocity following front layer penetration. The target model stiffness and mass were scaled to represent 18 fabric plies resulting in a 1.2 psf target.
Figure 5.4. CALSAP Finite Element Model For Analysis of Fabric Impact Response.
(The Ring Regions (Numbered) Are Expanded Away From The Point of Contact For Solution Efficiency).
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the deformed target at several points in time following a 600 fps impact. At the projectile's first contact, the fabric at the point of impact is quickly accelerated to the impact velocity. Only a small amount of projectile momentum is lost in this process, since so little fabric is involved at this time. Because the fabric at the point of contact is stretched as transverse deflection occurs, tensile fiber stresses develop. These stresses propagate radially outward in the target, accelerating encountered fabric horizontally toward the point of contact. As fabric moves horizontally, the fiber stretching (and thus stress) is relieved. Fabric inertia, however, resists this motion, and prevents stress relief from keeping pace with stretching demanded by the center deflections. This causes stresses to build. During these early times, fabric stresses do not effectively resist projectile motions since the target is virtually horizontal.

As seen at later times in Figure 5.6, the fabric at the outer most point of contact with the projectile is no longer horizontal, and therefore has a component of its tensile stresses which decelerate the projectile (Figure 5.7). The higher the fabric tension at the point of contact and the more vertically aligned the fabric there, the more rapidly will the projectile be decelerated.

As the projectile is decelerated by the vertical component of fabric stresses at the point of contact, so is the horizontal fabric at the edge of the transverse wave accelerated downward by similar forces. This leads to an expansion of the wave front (Figure 5.8). Thus, as the impact event progresses, the initial projectile momentum is spread to an increasing area of fabric much more massive than the projectile.
Figure 5.5. Early-Time Response of 18-Ply Fabric to 600 fps Impact.
Figure 5.6. Late-time Response of 18-ply Fabric to 600 fps Impact.
Figure 5.7. Relationship of Fiber Tension To Force Resisting Projectile.
Figure 5.8. Response of 18-ply Target To 600 fps Impact.
Without any support of the fabric, a projectile would never be completely stopped, but would approach zero velocity as the transverse wave front involves more fabric. Because the CALSAP model is finite in size and simulated an unsupported target, the projectile is decelerated to a small non-zero final velocity. In a back layer design, some support at the fabric edges or soft backing would be provided. Figure 5.9 shows the projectile velocity time history and notes the effect of the finite model. Figure 5.10 gives the projectile displacement time history.

As the projectile slows and the transverse center deflection grows, the rate at which further fabric stretching is demanded decreases. This enables the fabric response to finally catch up to the projectile motion and begin to relieve the stresses. As seen in Figure 5.11, the fiber stress at the point of contact peaks at about 40 $\mu$sec. It is at this location where the highest stresses are obtained in the target.

The peak fiber stress of 460 ksi, while above the tensile ultimate for Kevlar 29, is not indicative of armor failure. Because of compliance between fabric plies, the response of underlying plies is softened, resulting in lower stresses. The CALSAP simulations, by modeling a multi-plyed armor as 1-layer of adjusted stiffness and mass, assume all plies to respond identically to the front. Therefore, the calculated peak stress indicates only the possibility of localized failures in the top ply.

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 depict the target response to a 900 fps impact. Displacement, velocity and stress time histories of 600 fps and 900 fps are compared in Figures 5.14 - 5.16. As
Figure 5.9. Velocity-time History of 600 fps Fragment Following Impact on 18-ply Fabric Target.
Figure 5.10. Displacement-time History of 600 fps Fragment Following Impact On 18-ply Fabric Target.
Figure 5.11. Stress-time History of Fiber at Impact Point of 600 fps Fragment on 18-ply Fabric Target.
Figure 5.12. Early-time Response of 18-ply Fabric to 900 fps Impact.
Figure 5.14. Comparison of Displacement-time Histories; 600 fps vs 900 fps Impacts on 18-ply Fabric. (Displacement Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution).
Figure 5.15. Comparison of Fragment Velocity-time Histories; 600 fps vs 900 fps Impacts on 18-ply Fabric.
Figure 5.16. Comparison of Stress-time Histories; 600 fps vs 900 fps Impacts on 18-ply Fabric. (Stress Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution).
expected, these figures show increased impact velocity to result in higher displacement and stress. The prolonged sustainment of above ultimate tensile stress predicts severe front ply failures and possible target perforation from a 900 fps impact.

Fiber stresses and deflections at the point of contact are the two measures by which parametric variations will be evaluated.

5.2 EFFECT OF FABRIC THICKNESS

A logical method of increasing ballistic capability of a fabric back layer is to increase the number of fabric layers and, therefore, weight. In the development of a lightweight generic armor concept, it is desirable to understand more quantitatively the trade-off of improved ballistic performance versus added weight. To investigate this relationship, numerical simulations of 600 fps and 900 fps on double thick (36-ply) targets were performed.

As expected, these analyses show 36-ply targets initially to absorb projectile momentum at approximately twice the rate of 18-ply targets (Figures 5.17 and 5.18). Figures 5.19 and 5.20 depict the reduction in center deflections from the additional fabric plys. These analyses, however, indicated only a small improvement in peak stresses when the target thickness was doubled. Figures 5.21 and 5.22 compare the stress time histories of 18-ply and 36-ply targets subjected to 600 fps and 900 fps impacts, respectively.

The small sensitivity of peak stresses to thickness can be explained by the mechanics of fabric membrane response. As
Figure 5.17. Comparison of Fragment Velocity-time Histories; 18-ply vs 36-ply Fabric, 600 fps Impact.
Figure 5.18. Comparison of Fragment Velocity-time Histories; 18-PLY vs 36-PLY Fabric, 900 fps Impact.
Figure 5.19. Comparison of Center Displacement-time Histories; 18-ply vs 36-ply Fabric, 600 fps Impact. (Displacement Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution).
Figure 5.20. Comparison of Center Displacement-time Histories; 18-ply vs 36-ply Fabric, 900 fps Impact. (Displacement Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution).
Figure 5.21. Comparison of Stress-time Histories: 18-ply vs 36-ply Fabric, 600 fps Impact. (Stress Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution).
Figure 5.22. Comparison of Stress-time Histories; 18-ply vs 36-ply Fabric, 900 fps Impact. (Stress Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution).
initial contact is made on the 36-ply target, fabric at that point is accelerated to the projectile velocity as in the case of the 18-ply target. Because twice the fabric mass is involved in the 36-ply case, twice as much projectile momentum is absorbed. However, since the involved target mass in either case is small compared to the projectile mass, the projectile velocity remains virtually unchanged at this early time. Thus, during early times the rate of transverse deflection is nearly identical for 18- and 36-ply targets.

Under dynamic conditions, the stress developed in fibers is a function of how rapidly they are pulled, and the fiber stiffness and mass. Because the targets are deflected at the same rate at early times, and since the increase in target thickness affects the target stiffness and mass equally, the early time stresses of the two targets are expected to be about the same. These arguments suggest that impact velocity is the dominant factor in predicting peak target stresses, if they occur at early times.

The small sensitivity of decreased fiber stresses to additional fabric plies indicates this method of increasing back layer performance is not weight efficient.

5.3 EFFECT OF FABRIC SHEAR STIFFNESS

Impregnation of Kevlar fabric plies with epoxy matrix material provides in-plane and interlaminar shear stiffness. While decreasing flexibility, this allows a fabric target to resist transverse deflections while completely horizontal. To investigate the effect of shear stiffness on multi-plyed fabric
response, an axisymmetric CALSAP model has been developed and applied to several numerical simulations.

The analytical modeling for shear-stiffened fabric is similar to that previously described for unimpregnated fabric. Because correct transverse location is necessary for the shear-stiffened problem, individual fabric plies were modeled explicitly. To capture the shear stiffness effect provided by the epoxy matrix, axisymmetric continuum elements were superimposed on the fabric grid. The shear modulus of the continuum elements was 220 ksi. The density of these elements reflected the epoxy density and a volume fraction of 40%. The finite element model is shown in Figure 5.23. Impregnated 18-ply and 9-ply cases, representing 1.8 psf and .9 psf systems, respectively, were analyzed.

Explicit fabric plies and modeling of interply compliance by continuum elements allowed the recognition of failures in the shear-stiffened analyses. During the solutions, fabric truss elements which attained tensile ultimate stress (410 ksi) were automatically failed so they could no longer sustain any load.

Figure 5.24 shows the response of an impregnated 18-ply target to a 600 fps impact. The shear stiffness can be seen to effectively suppress the transverse wave development which is prominent in nonimpregnated target response. Despite this transverse stiffness, the impregnated 18-ply target was less effective in momentum absorption than the nonimpregnated target (Figure 5.25). One reason for this was the interply compliance (not modeled in the plain fabric analyses) which was provided by the continuum elements. The flexibility delayed activation of the lowerplys into the problem, whereas in the earlier analyses,
Figure 5.23. Finite Element Model For Analysis of Impact on Shear Stiffened Fabric Targets. (18-ply Model Shown).
Figure 5.24. Response of 18-ply Shear Stiffened Target To 600 fps Impact. (Shaded Areas Indicate Fiber Failures.)
Figure 5.25. Comparison of Velocity-time Histories; 18-ply vs Shear Stiffened 18-ply Targets, 600 fps Impact.
all plys were encountered by the fragment instantaneously. Fiber failures also softened the impregnated target. As seen in Figure 5.24, these failures coalesced to complete target perforation by 60 μsec. The residual fragment velocity was 200 fps. The fiber failures, which propagated from the target's back surface, were due to bending stresses developed as a result of shear stiffness.

The impregnated 9-ply target response to a 300 fps impact was similar (Figure 5.26) through failures developed leading to penetration with a 50 fps residual projectile velocity.

The extensive bending failures induced by shear stiffness at the additional expense of added weight underscore the deliterious effect of fabric rigidity on weight-sensitive ballistic performance.

5.4 EFFECT OF FABRIC WEAVE

As discussed previously, the rate of projectile deceleration is dependent on the vertical component of fabric stresses. By increasing the fabric tensile strength, a target's capacity for decelerating a projectile is improved since a corresponding larger vertical component of these stresses can be attained. The same improvement can be obtained without increasing fabric strength, if the fabric at the area of contact is oriented so a larger vertical component of the stresses exists. Incorporating initial slack in the weave allows a fabric to re-orient in this manner before any stresses are developed.

Two simulations were performed to study this effect on 18-ply targets, one with an initial weave slack of 1% and the
Figure 5.26. Response of 9-ply Shear Stiffened Target to 300 fps Impact. (Shaded Areas Indicate Fiber Failures.)
other 4%. Initial slack was incorporated into the CALSAP solutions by employing the fiber stress-strain relations shown in Figure 5.27. Both initial slack cases modeled 600 fps projectile impacts. Not considered in this analysis is the decreased fabric resistance to fiber spreading induced by initial slack.

Figure 5.28 highlights the dramatic reduction in stresses obtained in these two solutions. Figure 5.29 compares the response of the 4% initial slack target to the baseline target. The concentration of deformation which results in the desirable fiber orientation can be seen in this figure. Although stresses are reduced, initial fiber slack allows greater center deflections. Figures 5.30 and 5.31 compare the deflection and velocity time histories, respectively, of baseline, 1%, and 4% initial slack cases.

These solutions indicate initial weave slack as a promising means of increasing fabric back layer performance at the cost of increased deflections.

5.5 EFFECT OF HONEYCOMB BUFFER

The previous subsection demonstrated the benefit of deforming fabric out-of-plane before stresses are developed. In the case of initial weave slack, this was accomplished by adjusting the fabric stress-strain relationship. Alternatively, or in conjunction with weave slack, a buffering system could be designed to force the fabric to respond slowly before contact with the projectile. A low rate of transverse deflection prior to projectile contact provides fabric time to respond in-plane, thereby preventing excessive stress buildup. An additional benefit of a buffer material is to provide a soft coating to a
Figure 5.27. Stress-strain Curves for Baseline, 1% and 4% Initial Weave Slack Fabric.
Figure 5.28. Effect of Initial Weave Slack on Fabric Stress.
(Stress Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution.)
Figure 5.29. Comparison of 18-ply Fabric Response with and without Initial Weave Slack.
(600 fps Impact.)
Figure 5.30. Effect of Weave Slack on 18-ply Fabric Deflections. (Deflections Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution.)
Figure 5.31. Comparison of Velocity-time Histories; 18-ply Targets with and without Initial Weave Slack, 600 fps Impact.
projectile or fragment thereby reducing the lethality of sharp edges to the underlying fabric.

A question of special interest is how much improvement in back layer performance can be gained through the additional weight of a buffering layer. If the increase in weight could be more than offset by a reduction in the number of fabric plies required, the buffering concept would be beneficial. To numerically investigate this relationship, a CALSAP finite element model of a metallic honeycomb buffer was developed. The model, consisting of a 9-ply back layer and honeycomb buffer, was designed to be equivalent in weight to the baseline 18-ply back layer.

Although both aluminum and beryllium are prime candidate honeycomb materials due to low densities relative to yield strengths and elastic moduli, aluminum was employed for numerical simulation. Honeycomb dimensions of .6-in. thickness, .125-in. cell size and .003-in. wall thickness were chosen to assure that a projectile encounter several cells at an areal density of .6 psf.

The honeycomb truss element properties were reflective of experimentally obtained data [12]. A typical experimentally obtained load deflection curve for honeycomb is shown in Figure 5.32. This figure depicts cell axial behavior; honeycomb is extremely flexible in the transverse directions. Due to this uniaxial stiffness, honeycomb cells were modeled with truss finite elements.

Gap elements were placed to model contact at the projectile/honeycomb and honeycomb/fabric interfaces. A 9-ply fabric was modeled exactly as in previous numerical simulations.
Figure 5.32. Typical Load-deflection Relationship for Aluminum Honeycomb. (Note Constant Load During Crushing.)
The complete finite element model, Figure 5.33, represents a 1.2 psf back layer system.

The model developed, while able to identify a potentially promising concept, should be considered as non-conservative in estimating the effect of honeycomb. The load-deflection relationship for honeycomb when loaded over a small area, such as impact of a small arms projectile, may be considerably more flexible than obtained in experiment testing. Also, non-normal impacts would encounter less resistance in passing through honeycomb due to the strongly uniaxial properties.

Figures 5.34 - 5.37 depict the honeycomb fabric impact response to 600 fps and 900 fps impacts. As seen in these figures, honeycomb initiates fabric motion before fragment contact with the fabric. The 600 fps fragment, in fact, never makes fabric contact. The center displacement comparisons are shown in Figures 5.38 and 5.39 and illustrate the softening of transverse response afforded by the honeycomb. As seen in Figures 5.40 and 5.41, this softening leads to reduced peak stresses.

The two analyses conducted indicate some promise for the buffering concept. The incorporation of a honeycomb buffer in conjunction with weave slack could lead to further improvements in the excellent weave slack performance.

5.6 SUMMARY

Table 5.1 summarizes the results of the ten numerical analyses discussed in this section. Rear layer concepts are compared by weight, final center deflections (or deflections at
Figure 5.33. Finite Element Model for Analysis of Honeycomb Buffer Concept.
Figure 5.34. Early-time Response of Honeycomb/fabric to 600 fps Impact.
Figure 5.35. Late-time Response of Honeycomb/fabric to 600 fps Impact.
Figure 5.36. Early-time Response of Honeycomb/fabric to 900 fps Impact.
Figure 5.37. Late-time Response of Honeycomb/fabric to 900 fps Impact.
Figure 5.38. Comparison of Center Fabric Deflections by 600 fps Impact; 18-ply vs 9-ply with Honeycomb. (Deflections Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution.)
Figure 5.39. Comparison of Center Fabric Deflections by 300 fps Impact; 18-ply vs 9-ply with Honeycomb. (Deflection Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution.)
Figure 5.40. Comparison of Stress-time Histories; 18-ply and 9-ply with Honeycomb Targets, 600 fps Impact. (Stress Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution.)
Figure 5.41. Comparison of Stress-time Histories; 18-ply and 9-ply with Honeycomb Targets, 900 fps Impact. (Stress Normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps Solution.)
Table 5.1. Summary of Rear Plate Concept Screening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity*</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Areal Density</th>
<th>Normalized Peak Stress†</th>
<th>Normalized Peak Displacement†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300 fps</td>
<td>9-ply Impregnated</td>
<td>.9 psf</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>.9 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 fps</td>
<td>18-ply</td>
<td>1.2 psf</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-ply Impregnated</td>
<td>1.8 psf</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>.9 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-ply 1% Slack</td>
<td>1.2 psf</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-ply 4% Slack</td>
<td>1.2 psf</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9-ply w/Honeycomb</td>
<td>1.2 psf</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36-ply</td>
<td>2.4 psf</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 fps</td>
<td>18-ply</td>
<td>1.2 psf</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9-ply w/Honeycomb</td>
<td>1.2 psf</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36-ply</td>
<td>2.4 psf</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Caliber .60, .018 lbm
† Stresses and displacements are normalized to 18-ply, 600 fps solution peaks.
a. Target failure, stresses limited to fiber tensile ultimate
b. Target failure displacement
failure) and peak stresses attained. Final deflections given are extrapolated from the solutions by eliminating the free boundary effect (Figure 5.9). Deflections and stresses are normalized to the peaks attained in the 600 fps, 18-ply fabric case (460 ksi and .33 in.).

As seen in the table, the most significant improvement in back layer capability resulted from the incorporation of fabric weave slack. Increased deflections were the penalty for this improvement. Honeycomb analyses, which predicted gains in ballistic capability of lesser magnitude than weave slack, also predicted honeycomb concepts to suffer less from increased deflections. The application of both concepts to back layer design could lead to further improvements in ballistic capability.
SECTION VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The requirements of a very lightweight (5 psf) armor system capable of providing multi-hit ballistic protection against hard-steel core caliber .30 armor piercing projectiles exceed the capabilities of any single state-of-the-art material. In order to effectively utilize the positive attributes of available materials, a multi-phase armor system with a hard front phase to break up the projectile and a tough rear phase to arrest residual momentum is necessary. The front phase should incorporate high compressive strength lightweight ceramics, notably Boron Carbide. The preferred primary back phase material is Kevlar, a very high tensile strength fabric.

Based on numerical calculations and supporting test data a ceramic front plate with areal density of 5 psf or less will be breached by relatively high velocity fragments which possess approximately 70% of the initial impact momentum. A narrow cylindrical plug of shattered ceramic is ejected in front of the blunted projectile. The plug forms when conoidal damage from the impact side of the ceramic plate merges with damage progressing from the back face of the ceramic and overall breaching then occurs. Thus the conical crack pattern often associated with projectile impact onto ceramics is basically an early time occurrence and is significant only until the plug is formed.

The primary means to reduce the velocity of the projectile is to increase the amount of ceramic mass which will be accelerated. To accomplish this, it is very important to design a system in which as much target mass as possible is engaged with
the projectile for as long as possible. Since the failure mechanisms in the ceramic are generally associated with tensile cracking, the logical manner for delaying armor breakup without increasing weight is to enhance the effective strength of the ceramic.

The use of biaxial prestressing was considered both numerically and experimentally as a method to enhance the strength of a ceramic front phase. The impact environment was found to be sufficiently harsh to overcome the available prestress. Early failure mechanisms were delayed but major failures eventually developed in the unprestressed orientation and led to ceramic plugging. Thus, additional stress enhancement in the third direction is necessary.

An alternative concept which may hold promise is a front phase consisting of discrete elements. Discrete elements may be capable of maintaining structural integrity for a greater period of time than a continuous plate of the same areal density and/or produce tumbling of the projectile. An additional benefit is to limit the extent of damage.

Numerical calculations supported by experimental data showed that if spherical inclusions of sufficient mass were employed, significant projectile break-up and/or rotations could be induced. However, this would require high areal densities to be effective. Disc type platelets were then investigated as a possible front face element which would effectively engage as much mass as possible with the projectile during impact while at the same time providing a low areal density.
The numerical analysis of a disc-shaped ceramic platelet subjected to a centered impact showed a more uniform velocity field developing in the platelet, notably behind the conical crack region. These results suggest that if the ceramic material could be made more resistive to tension failure the platelet might hold together long enough to transfer significant amounts of projectile momentum. 

Analyses were conducted to determine the level of ceramic strength enhancement sufficient to maintain material resistance. It was found that ceramic tensile strength would have to be increased by factors of 2 or 3 depending on available ductility. These levels of improvement would in all probability require major improvements in lightweight ceramic materials although heavy ceramic materials now give tensile strengths in this range.

The use of a buffer layer between the front phase and the Kevlar backing was also investigated, as there appears to be some potential in using such a buffer to cushion impact of the ejecta from the front phase to the back phase and coat the sharp front face/projectile fragments with this buffer material. Further improvements could result from the incorporation of Kevlar fabric weave slack which allow greater flexibility.

By virtue of the very low amount of front face mass which can be made to interact effectively with the projectile the attainment of a successful 5 psf armor is a formidable task. It appears that significant improvements relative to current lightweight armors are limited by the low tensile strength and ductility of state-of-the-art front face materials. Therefore it is recommended that promising avenues for improving these characteristics be actively pursued.
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